August 2014

On behalf of Women in Electrical and Computer Engineering (WECE), we would like to take this opportunity to invite you to become one of our corporate sponsors for the 2014-2015 academic year. Founded in 2002, WECE was established as a means of supporting and encouraging women in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department.

We are committed to constructing a comfortable environment for everyone who studies and does research in Electrical and Computer Engineering at UIUC by hosting regular social meetings to increase interaction within and outside our department, facilitating faculty mentorship, hosting leadership and technical workshops, and inviting guest speakers to give us insight on technical topics. We hope, however, not only to help our fellow students at UIUC, but also to aid others, beyond the boundaries of our campus by demonstrating our support for women. We wish to do this by sending delegates to high schools and recruiting new minds to join our field.

Some of the ways you can support the Women in ECE are:

- **General Sponsorship** (any desired amount)
- **Grace Hopper** ($900 per attendee or other desired amount)
- **WECE Kickoff Banquet**
  - Bronze ($100), Silver ($250), Gold ($500), Platinum ($1000)
- **Monthly General Meetings** ($1000)
- **Technical or Non-Technical Talk** ($1000)
- **Technical Workshops** ($250, material contribution, or other desired amount)
- **Social Event** ($250 or other desired amount)
- **Corporate Luncheons** ($300)
- **Engineering Open House Project** ($500 or other desired amount)
- **Scholarship** ($1000 or other desired amount)
- **Relay for Life** ($100 or other desired amount)
- **Resume Book Yearly Access** ($35 a year)
- **Company Visits**

Attached are details of these opportunities. With the markedly low number of women in our field, corporate sponsorship is important in order for WECE to grow and expand. With your help, we will be able to concentrate primarily on supporting and encouraging women in Electrical and Computer Engineering. Thank you for your consideration of these opportunities.

Best Regards,

Alyssa Romeo         Molly Pace
aromeo2@illinois.edu         mpace2@illinois.edu
President         Vice President/Corporate Liaison
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